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Summary
The Exciting Science Group (http://www.excitingscience.org) is a volunteer effort, coordinated by scientists
at NCL, and faculty from IISER-Pune, to excite 8th to 10th grade students about science and technology, by
providing an interface with practicing scientists and researchers. Our programmes are designed not to
teach, but to communicate the joys of practicing science.
 In 2011-2012, we continued with our Popular Science Talks, with speakers drawn from NCL, IISERP, IISc and TIFR. These talks give students a chance to meet scientists and understand the
relevance of their work to society.
Typically, the scientists also perform experimental
demonstrations for students to kindle a sense of wonderment.
 We also conducted talks for students at three schools, Jawahar Navodaya in Shikrapur, a Pune
Municipal Corporation Vidya Niketan and the Valley View school, Kondhwa. These talks are
typically on topics from school text books, and include several experiments. Students are given a
small gift (such as a book, or a science kit that we specially put together) at the end of the talk, that
typically relates to the science discussed. The students are also provided a snack at the end of the
talk.
 This year, as part of the celebration of the International Year of Chemistry, we have organized
workshops where over 1200 school students were selected to visit NCL or IISER-P, meet scientists,
see our modern research laboratories and to perform experiments by themselves (supervised by
our PhD students).
 In addition to these activities, we have also helped create content for a new comic magazine that
popularizes science (Brainwave, from Amar Chitra Katha, August 2011 issue), spoken on local FM
radio about science and technology (Radio Mirchi), etc.
 This year, as in the last year, the Director of NCL recognized this volunteer effort with a Directors
commendation award.

We gratefully acknowledge that the activities of the Exciting Science group are supported by:
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2. Reaching out to schools for underprivileged students:
The schedule of lectures by speakers from NCL and IISER at the Jawahar Navodaya,
Vidya Niketan and Valley View Schools is given as follows.
Month

Topic

Speaker

Mar. 11

“History of Chemistry”

Dr. Sourav Pal (NCL)

Sept. 11

“The Art and Science of
Colour”

Dec. 11

“Life without Chemistry”

Dr. Sayam Sen Gupta and
Mrs. Sarita Dhimate (art
teacher at Orchid school)
Dr. BLV Prasad

Jan. 12

“Science of Sound”

Feb. 12

“Stuff of brains”

Mar. 12

“Scientific Inquiry”

Dr. Anirban Hazra (IISER
Pune)
Dr. Aurnab Ghose (IISER
Pune)

Gift given

“Story of
Chemistry” book
Warli kit

No. Of
Participants
(Three
Schools)
290
190

“Marie and Pierre
Curie” book

160

Sound kit

60
(ongoing)
(scheduled)

Illusion
Cards+"Nazar ka
pher" book

Dr. K. P. Mohanan (IISER
Pune)

Photographs from selected talks are shown below:
“The Art and Science of Colour”

(scheduled)

“Life without Chemistry”

“Science of Sound”

NCLIISERESG Chemistry Workshops for International Year of
Chemistry (IYC) 2011
(Jointly organized and conducted by National Chemical Laboratory, Indian Institute of Science Education
and Research, Pune and the Exciting Science Group)
Location: NCL and NCL Innovation Park, Dr. Homi Bhabha Road, Pune – 411008

June – Dec 2011
Executive Summary
The National Chemical Laboratory (NCL) and Indian Institute of Science Education and
Research (IISER), Pune, along with the Exciting Science Group (ESG) are organizing a six‐month
long event (chemistry workshops) to celebrate the International Year of Chemistry, to highlight
the relevance of chemistry to our life, and its importance for our future, and to inspire young
students to take up chemistry and the sciences as a career path. This event was run with the
generous support of the Forbes Marshall foundation, Praj foundation, Royal Society of
Chemistry, British Council, Association of British Scholars, Pune.
During each of these workshops, school students (8th‐9th std) participated in three activities
‐ Talk on “Chemistry in Everyday life” by NCL/IISER (and guest) scientists (one hour)
‐ A researcher guided tour of chemistry and materials research labs in NCL/IISER, where
students got to witness the state‐of‐the‐art research facilities and instruments and got
to grill researchers with their curiosity and questions (one hour)
‐ Followed by a quick snack on mango drink, biscuits and samosas or vada pav
‐ A hands‐on experiment session (for about 2 hours) where students got to perform
(individually and as part of small groups) two experiments – one on making slime and
bouncy ball using day‐to‐day chemicals like synthetic glue and borax solution and in the
second experiment, made gold nanoparticles and explored how gold behaves in the
nanoscale (like turn deep‐pinkish/purple in color instead of the yellowish‐gold color
everyone expects to see). And learned the science behind these experiments.
‐ As a parting gift, each of them got a very‐accessible‐fun, illustration‐filled version of the
periodic table of elements
Some relevant numbers:
‐ 20 such workshops (each running between 4‐5 hours) was held
‐ Over 1200 school students (from over 50 schools) participated in these workshops
‐ 6000 studenthours of talks, experiments and discussions were held
‐ Over 50 teachers and parents got to learn how kids learn by watching/observing these
workshops
‐ Over 30 Ph.D research students volunteered to share their excitement with the school
students, and guided them during the tour and experiment sessions (volunteering for
over 1000 hours)
‐ 10 scientists (with over 11 Ph.Ds between them) from NCL and IISER delivered talks
to the students (this includes one distinguished scientist from IISc, Bangalore who was
visiting NCL then)

Speakers who delivered the talks for these workshops
Dr. K.N. Ganesh,
Director, IISERPune

Dr. Sayam SenGupta
Scientist, NCL, Pune

Dr. BLV Prasad
Scientist, NCL, Pune

Dr. Anirban Hazra,
Asst. Professor, IISERPune

Dr. Uday Maitra
Professor, IISc, Bangalore

Dr. M. Jayakannan
Assoc. Professor, IISERPune

Dr. Harinath Chakrapani
Asst. Professor, IISERPune

Dr. A. A. Natu
Visiting Faculty, IISERPune

Dr. Prakash Wadgaonkar
Scientist, NCL, Pune

Dr. Magesh Nandagopal
Scientist, NCL, Pune

Overwhelming response from the schools, students and parents:
We could accommodate only 1200 students to attend the workshops. Our websites and phone
lines were bombarded with interested students, teachers and parents requesting to attend
these workshops. Our dedicated website along with the excitingscience.org site got
unprecedented number of hits (varying between 10,000‐40,000 hits a month). The workshops
were overbooked by the month of September 2011, and over a dozen school who registered
could not be accommodated due to lack of workshop slots.
After each workshop, students were asked to fill up evaluation forms, in which we has asked the
students to rate us between 2 and 5 (2‐poor; 3‐OK; 4‐ Good; 5‐ Fantastic) on each of the activity
(talk, tour and experiment session). Overall, all our sessions got a rating of either 4 or 5 from
the students. Particularly, the experiment sessions and the tour part got mostly 5’s. Also, the
students were asked for their feedback and suggestions, the following is what they had to say:
Feedback from the students who attended the workshops:
I liked the part of nanogold experiment. It changed (color) not once but two
times
Ritwik Lokur, 8th std, Bal Sikshan Mandir School

To (do) experiments myself because its interesting wearing glass and
jackets like scientists
Aditi Vivek Haldule, 8th Std, Bal Sikshan Mandir School

Creating nanoparticles of gold. I had only seen it in on National Geographic
but today I actually did it.
Anish Kiran Kulkarni, 9th std, Bal Sikshan Mandir School

The experiment sessions with the volunteers (were) interactive and
informative. The NCL campus and its people were awesome.
Rama Mahesh Balel, 9th Std, Gurukul

Keep this workshop next year also
Stemy Tomy, 8th std, St. Joseph’s School

No suggestions! The workshop is unforgettable (Love the Snacks!!) Thank
you!
Malavika Ramanathan, 9th Std, St. Joseph’s School

I liked the experiment session the most because I would perform the
experiments myself
Pratik Patil, 9th std, Vikhe Patil Memorial School

The lecture/talk (was the best part) because we came to know about
different personalities and information we did not know. It was great
Vaibhav Rumale, 8th std, Vidyanchal School

The best part was when we started with our experiment. We were asked to
make groups and all of us has so much fun and we learned so many things
Angel Alagiriswamy 8th std, VP’s Magarpatta City Public School

[I liked the] experiment session [most] because we were directly interacting
with them & asking our doubts
Omnik Chandrakant Maurya, 9th std,VPEMS

I liked the lecture most as it created interest & curiosity in my mind
regarding chemistry
Rutwij Raut, 8th std, VPEMSBaramati

The workshop was very very interesting. Our students were enjoyed it. I am
requesting u that such workshops should be arrange one time in a month
for school students …All sessions were well planned. My other students
should get chance to participate it.
Jyoti Mahajan, Teacher, HHCP High School

Som
me selected
d articles feeaturing our science outreach activities from the lo
ocal press:

DNA, 3rd July 2011

Chemical Industry Digest July 2011 pg. 60

Dainik Bhaskar (4 July 2011)
http://www.excitingscience.org/doc/news/dailybhaskar23jun11.pdf

Pune: Students of standard VIII and IX in city schools can look forward to a lot of fun
and excitement with chemistry. A series of 20 chemistry workshops will be held every
Saturday between July 2 and December 10 at the National Chemical Laboratory's (NCL)
Innovation Park in Pashan.
The workshops, a joint effort of NCL, the Indian institute of science and education and
research (IISER) and the exciting science group (ECG), will be held to commemorate
the International Year of Chemistry (IYC).
A website (www.excitingscience.org/IYC2011) for the initiative was launched at the
NCL Innovation Park on Wednesday afternoon by NCL director Sourav Pal and IISER
director KN Ganesh.
A total of 60 students from two schools (30 from each school) would be invited every
Saturday for the workshop, to be held between 8 am and 12.30 pm.
The workshop would comprise a 45-minute lecture by a NCL/IISER scientist, a visit to a
NCL or IISER laboratory and an opportunity to conduct chemistry experiments in a
special laboratory inside the NCL Innovation Park premises under the supervision of
scientists.
Speaking on the occasion, NCL director Sourav Pal said chemistry was an integral part
of everyday life with 99% of everything around us having a chemistry connection.
Pal said, "Schoolchildren should get excited about science. Experiments make science
interesting for children. These workshops are therefore a step in the right direction."
According to the organisers of the workshops, the objective was to reach out to students and science teachers
in Pune and Pimpri-Chinchwad, and inspire the children to take up science as a career.
The initiative is supported by several prominent sponsors, including Forbes Marshall Foundation, Praj
Foundation, Royal Society of Chemistry, British Council, Association of British scholars, Pune.)
for the initiative was launched at the NCL Innovation Park on Wednesday afternoon by NCL director
Sourav Pal and IISER director KN Ganesh.
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